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About This Content

Neverwinter Nights: Infinite Dungeons is a Dungeons & Dragons adventure featuring a procedurally generated multi-level
dungeon tailored to your gameplay style for characters of levels 1 to 40. Maps, encounters, and treasure change with each play,

providing a unique dungeon crawling experience every adventure!

You’ve journeyed to Waterdeep to explore Undermountain, the most famous dungeon in all of the Forgotten Realms. According
to legend, there’s treasure to be won, puzzles to be solved, and a mystery that will lead you ever deeper.
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As a programmer, I love the random aspect...... Mostly. But, it seems to crash quite a bit. I have the original and never
remember it crashing. I'm not sure if it is because of NWN or ID.

Some things really need to change though.

The each extra party member is as dumb as a box of rocks. Mages have no problem flinging every spell at a kobold. There
should be an option to tell them to never engage, especially the plot givers that insist on accompanying you. There is "stand your
ground", but as soon as an enemy comes close they engage. And that happens a lot in area entrances close to multiple
(sometimes over 20) enemies.

The monsters are too random and I don't like that good creatures, like metallic dragons, are mostly enemies. Although they
might be found as merchants and such in some camps. Camps are the only place that you can rest or sell items in ID. If you can't
find a camp with a merchant, you are just out of luck.

Also, monks don't seem to run across a lot of useful monk specific items. I have a dexterity based halfling monk that in 20
levels has only ran across 5 magic kamas., and no monk specific gloves.

What I do like is that it allows characters to level up pretty quickly if you do the quests. That gives a chance to try interesting
combination without cheating.

Overall, I do recommend it if you like a lot of hack and slash with minimal role playing. There is some role playing with the
quests, but those are all optional.
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